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MALICIOUS ATTACK

Creator-driven protection The creator uses a risk detection system
and removes the harmful sequences
before releasing the animation.
The user is safe.

The attacker intentionally sidesteps
creator-driven protections.
The user is at risk!

Creator-driven protection

ACCIDENTAL ATTACK

Consumer-driven protection
The dangerous content is flagged and 
removed before it is seen by the user.
The user is safe.

Consumer-driven protection
The dangerous content is flagged and 
removed before it is seen by the user.
The user is safe.

A content creator accidentally
makes an animation with
seizure-inducing content. 

A dangerous animation is
created with the explicit goal
of causing a seizure.

Figure 1: Flashing and strobing GIFs can cause seizures and even death when viewed by people with photosensitive epilepsy
(PSE). Creator-driven systems rely on content creators to actively check their work for seizure-inducing content before releas-
ing it online, leaving photosensitive individuals vulnerable when creators avoid such protections out of ignorance or malice.
Consumer-driven systems protect users in both accidental and malicious attack scenarios.

ABSTRACT
Despite recent improvements in online accessibility, the Internet re-
mains an inhospitable place for users with photosensitive epilepsy, a
chronic condition in which certain light stimuli can trigger seizures
and even lead to death in extreme cases. In this paper, we explore
how current risk detection systems have allowed attackers to take
advantage of design oversights and target vulnerable users with
photosensitivity on popular social media platforms. Through in-
terviews with photosensitive individuals and a critical review of
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existing systems, we constructed design requirements for consumer-
driven protective systems and developed a prototype browser ex-
tension for actively detecting and disarming potentially seizure-
inducing GIFs and videos. We validate our system with a compre-
hensive dataset of simulated GIFs and GIFs collected from social
media. Finally, we conduct a novel quantitative analysis of the
prevalence of seizure-inducing GIFs across popular social media
platforms and contribute recommendations for improving online ac-
cessibility for individuals with photosensitivity. All study materials
are available at https://osf.io/5a3dy/.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→ Accessibility systems and tools;
Empirical studies in accessibility.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Epilepsy, a chronic disorder characterized by recurrent seizures, is
one of the most common neurological conditions in the world, af-
fecting approximately 65 million people [34]. Between 2 and 14% of
those with epilepsy will experience seizures triggered by specific vi-
sual stimuli [19]. This condition is called photosensitive epilepsy
(PSE). Children and adolescents are more likely than adults to have
an abnormal response to light stimulation, and females (60%) are
more affected than males (40%) [18]. The consequences of encoun-
tering seizure-inducing patterns or light sequences can be severe
for people with photosensitivity; even when no seizure occurs,
flashing or flickering content can cause debilitating migraines or
other symptoms. In extreme cases, seizures can lead to the sudden,
unexpected death of someone with epilepsy (SUDEP) [29].

In 1997, an episode of the television show Pokémon infamously
caused hundreds of children in Japan to experience seizures and
migraines [44]. This incident led to increased interest in photo-
sensitive epilepsy and photosensitive triggers, including several
studies defining thresholds for dangerous flashes, transitions to
and from saturated red, and repeated patterns [7, 19, 25, 46]. Auto-
matic detection software aimed at avoiding accidental exposure to
triggering content began to appear in the mid-2000s, implement-
ing the newly-defined thresholds for photosensitive risk factors.
Two well-established systems for automatic detection of photosen-
sitive risk factors are the Photosensitive Epilepsy Analysis Tool 1,
or PEAT, and the Harding Flash and Pattern Analyser 2, or FPA.
Both tools are creator-driven systems because the person creating
content is responsible for checking that their work does not con-
tain seizure-inducing material before it is released into the world.
Creator-driven protection makes sense in response to Pokémon-
style accidental attacks; if the Pokémon creators had checked their
work for dangerous sequences before broadcasting the episode, no
viewers would have been affected.

Creator-driven protections alone are no longer sufficient when
attackers can use social media to directly target photosensitive
individuals with triggering content. In December 2016, journalist
Kurt Eichenwald recieved a message on Twitter from an anony-
mous account containing a GIF with bright flashing colors and the
text “You deserve a seizure for your posts”. Eichenwald, who has
frequently spoken and written about his experience with photosen-
sitive epilepsy, immediately collapsed and began to seize upon open-
ing the message [27]. In 2008, malicious hackers posted hundreds of
flashing strobe animations to a forum hosted by the Epilepsy Foun-
dation, a nonprofit dedicated to supporting people with epilepsy
and their family members [37]. A similar attack occurred in No-
vember 2019, when hackers began posting strobing GIFs from the
official Epilepsy Foundation Twitter account, causing seizures and

1https://trace.umd.edu/peat
2https://www.hardingfpa.com/

migraines for hundreds of the account’s followers with photosen-
sitivity [2]. A group of six users targeted the Epilepsy Society in
a coordinated attack in May 2020, sending triggering GIFs to ac-
counts associated with the Society, including one strobing GIF sent
as a reply to a tweet celebrating 263 days without a seizure [10].
Creator-driven protections, such as PEAT and the FPA, do not pro-
tect photosensitive users in malicious attacks where the content
creator deliberately chooses to evade protective mechanisms (Fig-
ure 1). To prevent malicious attacks, photosensitive risk detection
systems must be consumer-driven; they must actively protect the
user as they browse, rather than relying on content creators to po-
lice their work before it is released. Only one consumer-driven sys-
tem currently exists: a browser extension called EpilepsyBlocker3.
However, we find that EpilepsyBlocker falls short when directly
compared to PEAT, an established creator-driven detection systems
(Section 5), by failing to detect several dangerous sequences known
to cause seizures. Creating an effective consumer-driven system is
challenging because it requires engagement with potential users in
the photosensitive epilepsy community, careful development, and
rigorous testing.

In this paper, we explore web accessibility for photosensitive indi-
viduals across social media. Through interviewswith photosensitive
individuals and a review of existing photosensitive risk detection
systems, we establish design requirements for a consumer-driven
risk detection system to actively protect against seizure-inducing
content.We use these design requirements to develop Photosensitiv-
ityPal, a prototype Chrome extension to detect and defuse seizure-
inducing GIFs and videos online. We evaluate the effectiveness of
PhotosensitivityPal with three datasets: GIFs simulated to include
seizure-inducing sequences, GIFs randomly collected from Twitter
and Tenor GIF Keyboard, and potentially dangerous GIFs manually
collected across social media. Finally, we use PhotosensitivityPal to
conduct the first study of the prevalence of seizure-inducing GIFs
across social media, producing estimates for the overall prevalence
of triggering GIFs, the prevalence of individual risk factors (i.e.,
flashes, red transitions, repeated patterns), and the differences in
prevalence between social media platforms.

In this paper we present the following novel contributions:

(1) A framework for characterizing protective systems for peo-
ple with photosensitivity as creator-, platform-, or consumer-
driven.

(2) PhotosensitivityPal, a prototype browser extension for active
detection of photosensitive risk factors in GIFs and videos.

(3) Three validation datasets, including 150 GIFs simulated
with flashes, red transitions, and repeated patterns below
and above established safety thresholds for photosensitive
epilepsy, 200 GIFs randomly collected from Twitter and
Tenor, and 137 potentially dangerous GIFs manually col-
lected online.

(4) A study of seizure-inducing GIFs in the wild, including the
first quantitative assessment of the prevalence of dangerous
content on popular social media sites.

3https://www.epilepsyblocker.com/
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2 RELATEDWORK
To contextualize our work, we first discuss existing research in the
areas of (1) photosensitive epilepsy within the broader accessibility
movement in HCI, and (2) systems for defending against seizure-
inducing content.

2.1 Accessibility
Browser extensions for accessibility: Browser extensions have
historically been successful at improving web accessibility for users
with a range of disabilities. Twitter A11y [21] and Caption Crawler
[23] provide automated image descriptions to help users with visual
impairments, while Firefixia [16] can modify webpage design to
help people with dyslexia. Lexi [6] and Anita [35] automatically
simplify page text to help users with cognitive or reading impair-
ments. In this work, we contribute a browser extension to improve
web accessibility for people with photosensitivity through active
detection of seizure-inducing GIFs and videos.
Web accessibility studies: Many researchers have conducted au-
tomated and manual studies of web accessibility, often based on the
standards described in the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines
(WCAG) [11]. Although Guideline 2.3 in the WCAG 2.0 discourages
use of seizure-inducing content on webpages, large-scale studies
of web accessibility have often not focused on adherence to this
guideline. Some of these studies explicitly discuss guidelines related
to users with visual impairments [1, 32, 38], while others imple-
ment checkpoints defined in WCAG 1.0, an earlier version of the
guidelines with less focus on cognitive and neurological disabilities
[24, 30]. Park et al. pointed out the additional challenge of auto-
matically assessing adherence for WCAG guidelines that involve
analyzing images and colors, rather than text [36]. Gleason et al.
examined GIFs pulled from social media and found that many lack
effective alternative text descriptions, rendering them inaccessible
for users with visual impairments [20]. In this paper, we contribute
a novel study of online accessibility for people with photosensitivity
when interacting with GIFs on four popular social media platforms.
Weaponizing seizure-inducing content: Conti et al. first iden-
tified the possibility of attackers weaponizing seizure-inducing
sequences to target users with photosensitivity in a 2005 paper
about security vulnerabilities in mission-critical information visu-
alization systems [14]. Little attention has been paid since then to
the potential for malicious attacks against people with PSE, despite
recent high-profile incidents on social media [2, 27, 42]. In this
paper, we extend Conti et al.’s initial formulation of cyberattacks
targeting users with photosensitivity by documenting instances of
attacks taking place on social media and developing a framework
for consumer-driven protection against malicious attacks.

2.2 Photosensitive risk detection systems
Three forms of defending against seizure-inducing content:
In this section, we contribute a novel framework for viewing protec-
tion systems for users with photosensitivity. We define and provide
examples of three forms that defensive systems can take: creator-
driven, platform-driven, and consumer-driven. Each form has its
own benefits and drawbacks; an ideal online ecosystem would in-
clude defensive systems of all three forms.

Creator-driven solutions place responsibility on content creators
to ensure that their work does not contain dangerous sequences
before it is viewed by others. PEAT and Harding FPA are the two
main examples of creator-driven systems. Both systems analyze
video files offline and produce a binary pass/fail response. PEAT
labels borderline videos as “caution (pass)” or “caution (fail)”, al-
though the system ultimately categorizes these borderline videos as
“pass” or “fail”, respectively. PEAT identifies dangerous flashes and
red transitions, but does not detect dangerous repeated patterns.
In this paper, we compare PhotosensitivityPal’s accuracy against
PEAT’s because it is the most established photosensitive risk de-
tection system currently available. We do not use the Harding FPA
to test our system because the FPA is meant to analyze broadcast
television and video games rather than web content and because
the FPA is commercial software that is not free to access for testing.

Platform-driven solutions are implemented by the websites and
apps that deliver content from creators to consumers. In response to
the multiple malicious attacks that have taken place on Twitter, the
company encourages photosensitive users to disable autoplay on
their accounts so that videos and GIFs only play after a cue from the
user [43]. In December 2019, Twitter announced that they would no
longer allow users to post animated GIFs with .APNG file extensions
because this file format was able to bypass autoplay settings [45].
Twitter took another step towards protecting photosensitive users
in July 2020, when they banned search terms related to seizures
or epilepsy on the GIF keyboard that users see when composing
tweets [43]. Despite Twitter’s recent progress, platform-driven so-
lutions remain sparse and uneven between websites. Facebook and
Reddit allow users to turn off autoplay, but this feature is not ex-
plicitly connected to defending against seizure-inducing content.
Other popular social media sites, such as Instagram, Tumblr, and
TikTok, do not allow users to turn off autoplay at all. The first major
platform-driven protection from a GIF repository website occurred
in September 2020, when GIPHY banned all searches with keywords
related to photosensitive epilepsy [15]. Tenor GIF Keyboard, an-
other popular GIF repository, does not provide any platform-driven
layers of protection for photosensitive users. In this paper, we focus
on the design, implementation, and evaluation of consumer-driven
solutions for protecting users with photosensitivity, but the poten-
tial impact of comprehensive platform-driven solutions should not
be ignored and is discussed in greater detail in Section 7.2.

Consumer-driven solutions analyze content as it arrives in front
of the user, blocking anything with seizure-inducing sequences.
EpilepsyBlocker4 is a browser extension that tests all GIFs and
videos encountered in the browser and returns a binary label of
“dangerous” or “safe”. To the best of our knowledge, EpilepsyBlocker
is the only currently available consumer-driven solution for defend-
ing against seizure-inducing content. However, EpilepsyBlocker’s
creators provide no evidence from an evaluation to prove that the
system can accurately detect seizure-inducing sequences. In Section
5, we find that EpilepsyBlocker fails to accurately flag the danger-
ous GIFs in our validation datasets. EpilepsyBlocker also does not
allow users to mitigate dangerous content with low-contrast or
low-saturation filters, a feature that people with photosensitivity
advocated for in our user interviews (Section 3). In this work, we

4https://www.epilepsyblocker.com/
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contribute design requirements for consumer-driven risk detection
systems based on discussion with people with photosensitivity. We
also contribute PhotosensitivityPal, a prototype implementation of
a consumer-driven system.
Evaluating detection systems: Standardized ground-truth
datasets are critical for evaluating photosensitive risk systems, but
few such benchmarks currently exist. In 2016, Alzubaidi et al. re-
leased the Pattern Inducer, which can be used to generate short
video clips with flashes [3]. Flashing sequences produced by the
Pattern Inducer can vary according to four features: flashing rate,
flashing area vs. viewed area, location of flash within viewed area,
and flashing duration. The Pattern Inducer falls short of producing
sequences with repeated patterns, flashes with varied luminance
differences, and saturated red transitions, despite empirical proof
that all three features can determine the seizure-inducing potential
of a sequence [19]. In this work, we contribute a comprehensive
benchmark dataset of videos with repeated patterns, flashes, and
saturated red transitions.
Methods for detecting dangerous sequences: Automatic sys-
tems for detecting seizure-inducing content use one of two ap-
proaches: rule-based or machine learning. The clearly defined guide-
lines for flashes and red transitions established in the WCAG 2.0
lend themselves well to rule-based approaches; as a result, many
currently available detection systems use rule-based approaches
(PEAT, EpilepsyBlocker, Harding FPA). Alzubaidi et al. proposed a
parallelized implementation of rule-based detection of flashes and
achieved significant speed improvements compared to a serial alter-
native [3]. Barbu, Banda, & Katz created a deep learning algorithm
for removing seizure-inducing flashes and patterns from videos [5].
Ensuring the accuracy of detection systems using a machine learn-
ing approach remains a challenge due to the lack of standardized
ground-truth validation datasets. Barbu et al.’s system was able to
seemingly disarm well-known examples of seizure-inducing GIFs
and videos (e.g., GIFs from the infamous Pokémon episode and GIFs
used in malicious attacks), although their evaluation relied on qual-
itative judgements from non-photosensitive participants who were
presented with pairs of videos and asked to select which had fewer
flashes. Non-photosensitive individuals might not be aware of the
precise thresholds for seizure-inducing sequences and sequences
that were found to have “fewer flashes” could still be hazardous
to some photosensitive users. In this paper, we use a rule-based
approach to detect seizure-inducing sequences with flashes, red
transitions, and repeated patterns.

3 USER INTERVIEWS
In order to learn more about accessibility and safety for people with
photosensitivity (including PSE) on social media, we conducted a se-
ries of semi-structured interviewswith people with photosensitivity.
These interviews were used to inform our design requirements for
consumer-driven risk detection systems (Section 4.1). Recruitment
and informed consent materials for our interviews were approved
as an exempt study by our Institutional Review Board (IRB).
Participant demographics: Five participants were recruited via
posts on the public r/epilepsy5 subreddit discussion board and a
Facebook group related to photosensitivity. All participants were

5https://www.reddit.com/r/Epilepsy

over 18 years old and had experienced photosensitivity symptoms at
some point in their lives. Our sample size was necessarily limited by
the small pool of potential participants who have photosensitivity,
are active in online support communities, and are physically able
to participate in a phone or video call. Of the nine people who
initially signaled interest, six responded to further contact and
ended up scheduling interviews. One participant experienced a
seizure minutes before our scheduled call and decided to withdraw
from the study without completing an interview, leaving us with a
final sample size of five.

The demographics and social media use of all study participants
is presented in Table 1: four participants were female and one was
male, and participant ages ranged from 19 to 50 (average age of
34.6). Four participants had been diagnosed with photosensitive
epilepsy and one participant had been diagnosed with photophobia
manifesting with photosensitivity symptoms (i.e., migraines and
focal seizures triggered by bright light stimuli). Interviews were con-
ducted remotely via video or phone call and lasted approximately
30 minutes. Participants were compensated $15 for their time. A full
list of interview questions is provided in the Supplemental Material.
Overall safety and accessibility:We asked participants to begin
by describing their level of comfort and safety when using social
media. Three participants (P1, P4, P5) felt generally safe online.
P1 and P5 credited their comfort to trusting friends and family
not to send triggering content (“I have good friends and if they
were to send me an email it would always be kind” - P1) or to
their personal sensitivity levels (“Mine is really hard to trigger
compared to other people with PSE. I would have to stare at it
for a while before anything bad would actually happen.” - P5). P4
acknowledged that he did not feel equally comfortable on all social
media platforms (“TikTok is probably more risky than Facebook
because it is only video, whereas Facebook has lots of reading and
photos, and few videos.” - P4). The other two participants (P2, P3)
expressed discomfort with GIFs and videos on social media. P2
reported feeling “spotty and dizzy” after encountering triggering
GIFs online and expressed that she would be “out in a seizure on
the floor in a second” if she had encountered similar GIFs before
starting her current medication. P3 explained that she had been
sent a strobing GIF by an anonymous user on Reddit two months
earlier, echoing the same malicious attack structure described in
Section 1:

“I was on Reddit doing my normal scrolling and I got
a direct message from someone I didn’t recognize. My
Reddit was glitching out, it didn’t show that they sent
a GIF or anything, so I hit accept chat and I opened it
up and it’s this black and white GIF that’s flashing like
there’s no tomorrow. I just had to throw my phone
across the room because it was so intense. I had to
get my mom to pick my phone up and delete it, just
so I could pick it up again cause I’m just extremely
sensitive to that. I had a killer migraine for the rest of
the day from it, but if I hadn’t responded so quickly I
probably would have been a lot worse than that.”

Other than her recent attack, P3 had not had any issues with Reddit
but had struggled with encountering accidentally triggering content
on Facebook: “Recently they started autoplaying videos, so I’ve

https://www.reddit.com/r/Epilepsy
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ID Age Gender Photosensitivity diagnosis Social media used

P1 50 F Photophobia Facebook
P2 21 F Photosensitive epilepsy Facebook, YouTube
P3 19 F Photosensitive epilepsy Instagram, Facebook, Reddit
P4 42 M Photosensitive epilepsy Facebook, TikTok, Twitter
P5 41 F Photosensitive epilepsy Reddit, Facebook, YouTube

Table 1: Demographics of interview participants, including age, gender, photosensitivity diagnosis, and forms of social media
regularly used.

come across more that aren’t intentionally supposed to trigger
photosensitivity, but just how the videos are made, they can. I’ve
come across a couple of those on Instagram and Facebook, which
it’s not very fun because yes I can scroll past it, but in those two
seconds that I looked at that video it can set off my photosensitivity
and cause a killer migraine that sometimes is so painful that I start
crying.”
Protective measures: Twitter has encouraged photosensitive
users to disable video autoplay to avoid accidentally viewing dan-
gerous GIFs or videos [43]. Facebook and Reddit allow users to
disable autoplay as well, although they do not explicitly recom-
mend it as a solution for photosensitive users. Because autoplay
disabling is one of the few platform-driven solutions supported by
multiple sites, we asked participants if they use this feature regu-
larly. We also asked participants to describe what other measures
they take to avoid encountering dangerous content online.

(1) Autoplay disabling: None of the participants used autoplay
disabling features as a protective measure. P1 was not aware
of the feature. Two participants (P2, P3) chose not to use it
because they did not find its performance to be sufficiently
reliable (“It’s very basic. It doesn’t always filter properly. It’s
there. It doesn’t work half the time, but it’s there. Sometimes
it will turn itself back on.” - P2; “I did use it on Twitter briefly,
but I shut it off because it was often very off. Like sometimes
it blocked things that were nowhere near what it was sup-
posed to block, so I turned it off.” - P3). Two participants
(P4, P5) chose to enable autoplay despite the risks because
they felt autoplay was a necessary part of engaging with the
website (“Wouldn’t use [autoplay disabling]. For TikTok it
is part of the experience.” - P4) or because they feel that the
content they seek out online is unlikely to include triggers
(“I’m not a gamer so I don’t watch the types of materials that
would have that sort of [content]. I’m watching the cute cat
videos.” - P5).

(2) Adjusting room and screen brightness: Three participants (P1,
P4, P5) described making environmental changes to min-
imize risk. P4 and P5 make sure to only watch videos in
brightly lit rooms, while P1 and P4 lower the brightness and
contrast on their devices.

(3) Avoiding videos with disclaimers or warnings: P5 felt comfort-
able relying on disclaimers and warnings about triggering
content (“I definitely avoid videos where any kind of a warn-
ing is given, a disclaimer at the beginning of the video, I
definitely don’t watch anything like that. So far it’s worked
for me, I haven’t come across any videos where I thought

they should have put a warning on this. But I’m not as avid
of a user as a lot of people who are a bit younger than me.” -
P5). P2 also relied on warnings, but pointed out that these
warnings are not always effective, as exemplified by Weird
Al Yankovic’s “Everything You Know Is Wrong” music video:
“Basically, even though he does have thewarning underneath,
the comments are really just people being like ‘thanks Weird
Al, you ruined my childhood, you almost gave me a seizure.”

(4) Relying on friends and family to filter content: P3 described
relying heavily on friends to help her avoid flashing content,
even avoiding the TikTok app altogether at their suggestion
(“I don’t have a TikTok account because apparently there’s a
lot of videos around there with this filter with rainbow flash-
ing lights in the background. My friends told me about that
and I don’t touch it and I avoid that completely.”). Despite
her friends’ help, P3 still feels vulnerable online (“Occasion-
ally I’ll get told ‘Hey don’t go on this page on Instagram
cause they post a lot of videos with flashing lights,’ so I’ll
avoid that, but besides that I don’t really have tools because
i haven’t really found one that really works. It’s kind of like
‘Let’s hope I don’t come across anything too stimulative’.”)

Estimating the proportion of dangerous content: Participants
were asked to estimate the proportion of triggering content they
encounter online. P4 and P5 found the proportion to be very low
(1% or less and 2-5%, respectively), while P3 estimated that 5-10%
of GIFs and videos triggered a photosensitive response. P2 found
that the proportion of dangerous content she encountered varied
depending on how active she was on the Internet: “[the proportion]
used to be closer to 50-60%, but recently it’s been closer to 15-30%
because I’m not really on social media much recently except for
my own Facebook pages”. P1 was unable to provide a percentage,
but estimated that she encountered triggering content online about
once a week.
Usefulness of a browser extension: Participants were asked to
rate how useful a browser extension to block triggering content
would be in their daily lives and what features would be most
important to them in such a system. Two participants (P1, P4) did
not feel that an extension was necessary in their lives because they
are unlikely to encounter dangerous content (“I think if I was like
a gamer, that would be really important. I’m 50, I’m not playing
games.” - P1) or because they do not view social media through
web browsers (“If TikTok would let you select a seizure safety
mode that would filter the videos that you don’t want – that would
be great. Nobody uses TikTok on the web browser.” - P4). Three
participants (P2, P3, P5) felt that an extension would be beneficial
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for their online safety (“I would absolutely use it, and recommend it
to all my friends who also have epilepsy to use.” - P2; “The second I
found out about something like that I would use it immediately. No
hesitation.” - P3; “It’s not something I would deem as something I
have to have in my life, but if it were available I would absolutely
use it.” - P5).
Mitigating dangerous content: While participants emphasized
that the most important feature of a browser extension would be
its ability to accurately block dangerous content (“As long as it can
filter out the things that really mess with my head, I’d be fine with
even just that. And videos that are strictly, just pure strobing effects,
if it gets rid of that completely, I’m down.” - P2), they also agreed
that users should be able to view content labelled as dangerous in
a safe manner if they choose.

Our user interviews revealed that while some people with pho-
tosensitivity feel generally safe on social media, others often en-
counter triggering content that makes them feel vulnerable online.
We found that while none of the participants regularly use platform-
driven protections on social media, such as autoplay disabling, most
felt that a consumer-driven browser extension would be benefi-
cial to their safety. In the next section, we will establish design
requirements based on the findings of our interviews and intro-
duce PhotosensitivityPal, a prototype consumer-driven protection
system.

4 PHOTOSENSITIVITYPAL SYSTEM
In this section we introduce design requirements for a consumer-
driven protection system and describe PhotosensitivityPal, a proto-
type browser extension for actively detecting and defending against
seizure-inducing GIFs and videos.

4.1 Design requirements
We established four design requirements for a consumer-driven
photosensitive risk detection system, based on the results of our
interviews and a critical review of existing photosensitive risk
detection systems:

(1) Active: The system should run actively on the user’s de-
vice, automatically checking for photosensitive hazards in
all content they encounter.

(2) Defensive: Until the system can determine that an item is
safe, it should be assumed dangerous and blocked from the
user’s view.

(3) Mitigating: The system should allow the user to safely view
content labelled as dangerous with a range of mitigation
strategies, such as low-contrast and grayscale filters.

(4) Flexible: The system should be able to handle the wide
variety of animation and video file formats found on the
Internet and respond defensively if an unrecognized file
format is encountered.

These design requirements will inform the development of our
prototype consumer-driven system, PhotosensitivityPal.

4.2 Detecting photosensitive risk factors
Determining the seizure-inducing potential of a sequence can be
split into three distinct tasks: detecting flashes, detecting transitions
to and from saturated red, and detecting repeating patterns.

4.2.1 Detecting flashes. Flash detection is implemented according
to the specifications described in Guideline 2.3.1 in the WCAG 2.0
[11]. Flashes are dangerous if more than three occur within one
second, so flashes need to be counted in discrete segments of frames,
each representing one second of the animation. If the animation
is shorter than one second, the maximum number of flashes is
calculated proportionately. For example, a GIF lasting 0.5 seconds
is considered dangerous if it includes more than one flash, while a
GIF lasting 0.7 seconds is allowed up to two flashes. According to
WCAG 2.0, a general flash consists of a pair of opposing changes in
relative luminance where the luminance difference between states
is at least 10% of the maximum relative luminance and the relative
luminance of the darker state is below 0.8. We first obtain relative
luminance values for each pixel in two adjacent frames using the
relative XYZ colorspace, producing a grayscale image. To identify
flashing segments of the image, as illustrated in Figure 2, we isolate
pixels that have relative luminance below 0.8 in one of the two
adjacent frames (Dark threshold). We also identify pixels that
change in relative luminance between the two frames by more than
10% of the brightest pixel in either frame (Luminance difference).
Flashing pixels that meet both criteria are found through a bitwise
AND between Dark threshold and Luminance difference. If
more than 25% of the total pixels in each frame are flashing, a light-
dark or dark-light luminance shift has occurred. A flash is recorded
if two opposing luminance shifts occur within the same one-second
interval.

4.2.2 Detecting transitions to and from saturated red. Saturated red
transition (i.e., red flash) detection is implemented according to the
specifications described in Guideline 2.3.1 in the WCAG 2.0 [11].
Red flashes are harmful if more than three occur in any one-second
interval. As with detecting general flashes, we count red flashes in
all possible frame segments lasting one second. This includes GIF
looping behavior, where the last frame is immediately followed by
the first frame again. If the animation is shorter than one second,
the maximum number of red flashes is calculated proportionately.
According to WCAG 2.0, a red flash is a pair of opposing transitions
involving saturated red where RedRatio ≥ 0.8 (Equation 1) for
either or both frames involved in the transition and the change
in PureRed (Equation 2) between the two frames is greater than
20. As shown in Figure 3, we isolate pixels with RedRatio ≥ 0.8
in either or both frames (RR) and pixels with a change in PureRed
≥ 20 (PR). Red flashing pixels that meet both criteria are found
through a bitwise AND between RR and PR. If more than 25% of
the total pixels are flashing, an opposing transition has occurred.
If two opposing transitions are observed in the same one-second
block of frames, a red flash is present. A GIF or video is labelled
dangerous if the number of red flashes observed in a one-second
segment exceeds the safety threshold.

RedRatio =
R

R +G + B
(1)

PureRed =

{
(R −G − B) × 320 if R −G − B > 0
0 otherwise

(2)

4.2.3 Detecting repeated patterns. Guideline 2.3.1 in the WCAG
2.0 does not provide a standard for detecting dangerous repeated
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Dark threshold
Isolate pixels with relative
luminance below 0.8 in at
least one frame.

Frame 1

Frame 2

DT1

DT2

Dark = DT1 OR DT2

Luminance difference
Isolate pixels with a change in relative
luminance >10% of maximum relative
luminance in both frames.

Grayscale frame 1

Grayscale frame 2

GR1 – GR2 BrightDiff Dark ANDBrightDiff

Flash
57.92% of pixels
flashed between the
two frames.

Figure 2: Dangerous flashes between two adjacent frames in a GIF are detected by isolating pixels that have relative luminance
below0.8 in at least one frame (Dark threshold) and pixels that change in relative luminance bymore than 10% of themaximum
relative luminance across both frames (Luminance difference). If more than 25% of pixels meet both criteria, a light-dark or
dark-light transition has occurred. A pair of light-dark and dark-light transitions together create a flash.

Frame 1

Frame 2

RR1

RR2

RR = RR1 OR RR2

Pure Red
Isolate pixels with a change in Pure
Red greater than 20 between frames.

PR1

PR2

RR AND PR

Red flash
40.54% of pixels
flashed between
the two frames.

PR =PR1 – PR2

Red Ratio
Isolate pixels with Red Ratio ≥ 0.8
in at least one frame.

Figure 3: Dangerous red transitions between two adjacent frames in a GIF are detected by isolating pixels with Red Ratio
(Equation 1) greater than 0.8 in at least one frame and pixels with a change in Pure Red (Equation 2) greater than 20 between
frames. If more than 25% of pixels meet both criteria, a dangerous red transition has occurred.

patterns. We use the results of Wilkins et al.’s empirical study on
pattern-induced seizures to build an effective detection system for
common forms of seizure-inducing patterns. Wilkins et al. found
that potentially harmful patterns contain “clearly discernible stripes
where there are more than five light-dark pairs of stripes in any ori-
entation” [46]. Stripes may be “parallel or radial, curved or straight,
and may be formed by rows of repetitive elements such as polka
dots”. Wilkins et al. define a stripe in terms of a luminance differ-
ence, noting that “a luminance difference of <3 cd/m2 is likely to
affect <15% of patients” and can be used as a general threshold for
characterizing a “safe” stripe. The final characteristic proposed by
Wilkins et al. in defining a harmful striped pattern is the luminance
of the brightest stripe in the pattern; the authors recommend that
stripes with luminance greater than 50cd/m2 be considered dan-
gerous if all the other thresholds are exceeded. The area covered
by stimuli is less important for repeated patterns than flashes and
red transitions; Wilkins et al. note that “the proportion of patients
affected by five-stripe pairs is similar for patterns that occupy the
entire screen and those that occupy only a quarter of the screen”
and conclude that the five-stripe limitation provides “adequate
protection without specifying pattern size”.

We use two approaches for identifying dangerous repeated pat-
terns: one for patterns created by linear stripes (Figure 4) and one
for patterns constructed from repeated discrete elements (Figure 5).
Both approaches begin by extracting relative luminance for each
pixel in the frame, producing a grayscale image. We threshold to
isolate pixels with relative luminance > 50 cd/m2 (i.e., potential
bright stripes) and relative luminance < 47 cd/m2 (i.e., potential
dark stripes). Once we have identified areas of the image with the
potential to contain harmful luminance differences, we need to
locate the individual shapes that form the pattern, if one is present.
To locate straight line segments, we first isolate areas where lumi-
nance changes sharply with Canny edge detection [12] and then
apply the probabilistic Hough line transform [28] to get a list of
lines present in the image that could outline the edges of individual
stripes. Line segments are matched up with their nearest neighbors.
Paired line segments with opposing luminance values are counted
as stripe pairs. We locate discrete elements with sharp luminance
differences using OpenCV’s BlobDetector [8]. Patterns created by
many repeated elements, such as polka dots, are characterized by
many similar elements positioned at regular repeated intervals. We
detect repeated element patterns by grouping elements by size and
by distance to the nearest same-size neighbor, coupled with the
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heuristic rule that the distance to the nearest neighbor should be
less than 3 times the area of the element itself. If the area occupied
by elements that fit within this constraint is greater than 25% of
the total area and elements are arranged into more than five rows
or columns, the GIF is considered dangerous.

4.3 Mitigating dangerous content
Interview participants in Section 3 emphasized the importance
of being able to override the system’s decision and safely view
content labelled as dangerous. In our system users have several
options once a GIF is determined to be dangerous. A message is
displayed summarizing which photosensitive risk factors were de-
tected, along with options for mitigation strategies. The default
is an outright block on the dangerous content, but users have the
option to apply filters to view potentially dangerous content more
safely (Figure 6). Flashes and patterns become dangerous when
there are sharp changes in luminance between frames (flashes) or
between elements within a frame (repeated patterns). By reducing
the difference in luminance, low-contrast filters can make GIFs
with dangerous flashes and repeated patterns safer to view. Simi-
larly, grayscale and low-saturation filters can be used to make GIFs
with saturated red transitions safer to view by removing color or
lowering saturation values.

4.4 Implementation
The prototype risk detection system combines a browser exten-
sion and a backend server to identify and test animated images.
The server is implemented in Python using OpenCV [8] and Im-
ageIO [40] to analyze GIFs frame-by-frame. Upon loading a new
webpage, the browser extension looks for all elements in the DOM
with an <img> or <video> tag, stores their URLs for later analysis,
and temporarily blocks content from view. If an alt-text description
is provided, it is inserted into the placeholder to provide a summary
of the content while it is blocked.

5 EVALUATION
The accuracy of PhotosensitivityPal was evaluated on three datasets:
simulated, randomized, and potentially dangerous. The simulated
dataset allows us to test performance on generated GIFs with a
known ground truth value, while the randomized and potentially
dangerous datasets allow us to assess performance on GIFs col-
lected “in the wild”. Two existing risk detection systems (PEAT
and EpilepsyBlocker) were also tested on the same datasets to find
potential inconsistencies among the three systems and to see if the
systems were able to reach a consensus on the randomized and po-
tentially dangerous datasets, where the ground truth is not known.
Because the datasets include many potentially seizure-inducing
GIFs that could be used in future malicious attacks, we will not post
the datasets publicly. However, the datasets will be made available
in a protected-access repository and researchers and developers
will be able to apply individually for access.

5.1 Simulated dataset
The first dataset we use to evaluate the three risk detection systems
includes GIFs simulated to include flashes, saturated red transitions,
and repeated patterns. By testing the systems on simulated GIFs

with a known ground truth, we assess how well they can identify
sequences that are known to exceed thresholds for seizure-inducing
content established in empirical studies[11, 19, 46].

5.1.1 Generating flashes. Flashing GIFs were simulated according
to flash frequency (3 and 5 flashes per second), area of flash relative
to total frame area (10, 25, and 50%), relative luminance of darker
color involved in the flash (0, 100, or 210 pixel values), and the
difference in relative luminance between colors involved in the
flash (20, 50, and 100 pixel values). Figure 7 summarizes the features
used to simulate flashes and the performance of EpilepsyBlocker,
PEAT, and PhotosensitivityPal on each GIF. PEAT labelled 45 out
of 54 GIFs correctly. Of the nine GIFs mislabelled by PEAT, six
were false positives and three were false negatives. The prototype
system labelled 52 GIFs correctly and produced four false positives.
EpilepsyBlocker was unable to produce a result for any of the
simulated flashing GIFs. For performance metrics on the simulated
flashing GIFs dataset, see Table 2.

5.1.2 Generating red transitions. GIFs with transitions to and from
saturated red (i.e., red flashes) were simulated according to flash
frequency (3 and 5 flashes per second), area of flash (10, 25, and 50%
of total frame area), Red Ratio (0.5 and 1.0, see Equation 1), and Pure
Red (10 and 30, see Equation 2). Figure 8 summarizes the features
used to simulate saturated red transitions and the performance of
EpilepsyBlocker, PEAT, and PhotosensitivityPal on each GIF. PEAT
and the prototype system both performed better on the simulated
GIFs with saturated red transitions than the other two risk factors
(Table 2). PEAT labelled all simulated GIFs with red flashes correctly
except for one GIF, which had red flashes that took up only 10%
of the total area but was incorrectly labelled as dangerous. The
prototype system labelled all red flash simulated GIFs correctly.
EpilepsyBlocker was unable to produce a result for any of the red
flash simulated GIFs.

5.1.3 Generating repeated patterns. GIFs with repeated patterns
were simulated according to the following features (Figure 9): shape
(linear stripes, radial stripes, and dotted lines), movement (station-
ary or animated), stripe count (5 and 7 stripes), luminance of light
stripe (40 and 60 cd/m2), and difference in luminance between light
and dark stripes (3, 10, and 40 cd/m2). PEAT did not accurately
detect any of the dangerous repeated pattern GIFs, while the pro-
totype system was able to accurately label all simulated pattern
GIFs except for two combination of features: 9 stationary radial
stripes with bright stripe luminance of 60 cd/m2 and luminance dif-
ferences of 10 and 40 cd/m2. EpilepsyBlocker was unable to produce
a result for any of the simulated GIFs with repeated patterns. For
performance metrics on the simulated repeated patterns dataset,
see Table 2.

5.1.4 Performance metrics. We calculated four metrics to compare
the performance of the three risk detection systems on simulated
GIFs: accuracy, recall, precision, and miss-rate (Table 2). True posi-
tive (TP) and true negative (TN) indicate that a dangerous GIF was
labelled as dangerous and a safe GIF was labelled as safe, respec-
tively. A false positive (FP) means that a safe GIF was mistakenly
labelled dangerous and a false negative means that a dangerous
GIF was mistakenly labelled safe. Accuracy measures the overall
number of correct labels, recall measures the number of correctly
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Original frame:

Find bright areas.
White pixels highlight areas
above brightness threshold.

Identify line segments.
Line segments must be longer
than 25% of min(height, width).

Match lines.
Stripe pairs are formed by two
neighboring line segments with
opposing luminance shifts.

Count stripe pairs
11 stripe pairs were identified,
so this GIF could be dangerous
to photosensitive users.
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Figure 4: Dangerous patterns with linear stripes are detected by locating areas with luminance greater than 50 cd/m2 (i.e.,
potential bright stripes) and areas with luminance below 47 cd/m2 (i.e., potential dark stripes). We identify straight line seg-
ments with probabilistic Hough line transform and count the number of adjacent line segments with matching light-dark or
dark-light luminance shifts. If more than five pairs covering more than 25% of the total area are found, the pattern is likely
to be dangerous.

Original frame Find bright areas.
White pixels highlight areas
above brightness threshold.

Identify circles. Find nearest same-size
neighbors.

Calculate area and
rows.
Dotted pattern has more than 5
rows and covers 44% of the frame.

Figure 5: Dangerous dotted patterns are detected by first locating areas of high luminance and identifying circular shapes.
Shapes are grouped by area and distance to nearest same-size neighbor. If the area covered by the grouped shapes exceeds 25%
of the total area and contains more than five rows, the pattern is likely to be dangerous.

Mitigation Strategies
Saturated red transitionFlash Repeated pattern

Low contrast filter Low contrast filterLow saturation filter

Figure 6: Users can choose to view dangerous content safely
through low-contrast and low-saturation filters.

labelled dangerous GIFs relative to the number of truly dangerous
GIFs, and precision measures the number of correctly labelled dan-
gerous GIFs relative to the total GIFs labelled dangerous by each
system. Miss-rate, or false positive rate, measures the number of
GIFs mistakenly labelled safe relative to the total number of GIFs

labelled safe. Higher accuracy, recall, and precision are desirable,
while a lower miss-rate is preferred. In this application, the conse-
quences of false negatives are very serious, so a low miss-rate is
particularly important.

5.1.5 Summary. We compare the performance of EpilepsyBlocker,
PEAT, and PhotosensitivityPal in Table 2. Because the Epilepsy-
Blocker extension was created to detect GIFs on webpages with
a prescribed structure (i.e., only searching for GIFs nested within
a specific element), the system was unable to detect and analyze
any of the simulated GIFs, producing an error message instead of
a valid risk assessment. PhotosensitivityPal had higher accuracy,
recall, and precision than PEAT for all three categories. Photosensi-
tivityPal also had a lower miss-rate than PEAT in all simulations,
including a miss-rate of 0 for flashes and saturated red (i.e., no
dangerous GIFs were mistakenly labelled as safe). PEAT performed
best on the saturated red dataset and worst on repeated patterns.

5.2 Randomized dataset
The simulated dataset evaluation established that Photosensitiv-
ityPal is able to detect dangerous content that precisely reflects
established thresholds. To evaluate the system’s effectiveness “in
the wild”, we collected 200 random GIFs from Twitter and Tenor
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Figure 7: Flashing GIFs were generated according to four characteristics that determine seizure-inducing potential: flash fre-
quency (three or five flashes per second), flash area (10%, 25%, or 50%), the relative luminance of the darker color involved
in the flash (0, 100, or 210 pixel values), and the difference in relative luminance between colors involved in the flash (20, 50,
and 100 pixel values). Ground truth labels and results from PEAT and prototype systems are indicated with red (dangerous)
squares D and green (safe) squares S . Gray squares X indicate that the system could not analyze the GIF.
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Simulated Validation Set Results (Saturated Red Transitions)
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Figure 8: GIFs with saturated red transitions were generated according to four characteristics that determine seizure-inducing
potential: red flash frequency (three or five red flashes per second), red flash area (10, 25, or 50%), red ratio (0.5, 1.0), and
difference in pure red between states (10, 30). Ground truth labels and results from PEAT and prototype systems are indicated
with red (dangerous) squares D and green (safe) squares S . Gray squares X indicate that the system could not analyze the GIF.

(100 GIFs from each source). Each GIF was tested with Photosen-
sitivityPal, PEAT, and EpilepsyBlocker. Because PEAT can only
analyze .AVI files, all .GIF and .MP4 files were converted to .AVI
prior to testing using FFmpeg 6, an open source image processing
framework. Image resolution and colors were preserved as much
as possible during conversion through manual examination of each
converted file. The prototype system and EpilepsyBlocker were
both tested on the original .GIF or .MP4 files. Figure 10 (right)
shows examples of two GIFs (one safe and one dangerous) in our
randomized dataset.

Almost all of the GIFs included in the randomized dataset were
found to be safe by both PEAT and the prototype system (183,
91.5%). Ten GIFs (5%) were found to be dangerous by both systems.
Of the seven GIFs for which PEAT and the prototype did not reach

6https://ffmpeg.org/

consensus, two caused PEAT to crash and return no response (both
were labelled safe by the prototype). Two GIFs were labelled safe
by PEAT and dangerous by the prototype. Although PEAT returns
a binary safe/dangerous result, borderline items that are labelled
safe are given an additional label of “caution (pass)”, indicating that
they are close to being labelled dangerous. Both of the GIFs labelled
safe by PEAT and dangerous by the prototype received “caution
(pass)” labels. Three GIFs were labelled dangerous by PEAT and
safe by the prototype. EpilepsyBlocker was unable to produce a
result 181 out of the 200 GIFs in the randomized dataset. Out of the
100 GIFs collected from Tenor, 81 produced a 403 error and did not
progress past an “Analyzing GIF...” message. The remaining 19 GIFs
from Tenor were all labelled safe by EpilepsyBlocker, including one
GIF that was labelled dangerous by PEAT and the prototype. None
of the 100 GIFs collected from Twitter were acknowledged as GIFs

https://ffmpeg.org/
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Figure 9: GIFs with dangerous repeated patterns were generated according to pattern shape (linear, radial or dotted), move-
ment (stationary or moving), stripe count (5 or 9 stripes), luminance of brightest stripe (40 or 60 candelas/m2), and luminance
difference between light and dark stripes (3, 10, or 40 candelas/m2). Ground truth labels and results from PEAT and prototype
systems are indicated with red (dangerous) squares D and green (safe) squares S . Gray squares X indicate that the system
could not analyze the GIF.

Figure 10: Examples of GIFs from the potentially dangerous (left) and randomized (right) validation sets.

or tested for photosensitive risk factors by the EpilepsyBlocker
extension.

Summary: PhotosensitivityPal and PEAT agreed on the major-
ity of the GIFs in the randomized dataset (91.5%), indicating that our
system can perform equally well as an established risk detection
system on GIFs found “in the wild” without a known ground truth.

5.3 Potentially dangerous dataset
The simulated dataset allowed us to test the performance on ground
truth examples, while the randomized dataset ensured that the sys-
tem agreed with an accepted existing implementation, PEAT, when
testing random GIFs across the Internet, most of which were in-
nocuous. These validation sets give little information on how the
system will perform on dangerous GIFs like those used in the ma-
licious attacks described in Section 1. Such GIFs are rare online,
and often are not enshrined in GIF repositories such as Tenor or
GIPHY. Malicious GIFs appear on Twitter or Reddit during attacks,
while accidentally dangerous GIFs are occasionally posted on the
same social networks inadvertently, but these instances are rare and

often not preserved, as dangerous content is deleted or accounts are
banned. As a result, it is difficult to reliably collect dangerous GIFs
using random social media APIs. The people who create, collect,
and deploy malicious GIFs congregate on less popular forums, such
as 4chan and SomethingAwful, where threads celebrating recent
malicious attacks overflow with strobing and flashing GIFs, often
accompanied by derogatory language targeting people with pho-
tosensitive epilepsy. We manually explored such sites in an effort
to construct a dataset of potentially dangerous seizure-inducing
GIFs. Two authors independently began the search for potentially
dangerous GIFs the same way a hypothetical malicious attacker
might seek out harmful content: by searching for “epilepsy gif” and
“seizure gif” on Google Images and following potentially dangerous
content to its source to find similar items. GIFs were added to the
potentially dangerous validation dataset if they met the following
two inclusion criteria:

(1) The GIF includes flashes, transitions to or from saturated red,
or repeated patterns that appear to exceed safe thresholds
(as defined by Harding et al., 2005) [25].
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Flash
Measure Formula PEAT PhotosensitivityPal
Accuracy (TP + TN) / Total 0.83 0.94
Recall TP / (TP + FN) 0.67 1.0

Precision TP / (TP + FP) 0.5 0.75
Miss-rate FN / (TP + FN) 0.33 0

Saturated red
Measure Formula PEAT PhotosensitivityPal
Accuracy (TP + TN) / Total 0.96 1.0
Recall TP / (TP + FN) 1.0 1.0

Precision TP / (TP + FP) 0.67 1.0
Miss-rate FN / (TP + FN) 0 0

Repeated patterns
Measure Formula PEAT PhotosensitivityPal
Accuracy (TP + TN) / Total 0.83 0.97
Recall TP / (TP + FN) 0 0.83

Precision TP / (TP + FP) - 1.0
Miss-rate FN / (TP + FN) 1.0 0.17

Table 2: Performance metrics were calculated for PEAT and
PhotosensitivityPal when analyzing simulated GIFs with
flashes, saturated red, and repeated patterns. Higher accu-
racy, recall, and precision is better, while a lower miss-rate
is preferred. Measures could not be calculated for Epilepsy-
Blocker because the system was not able to analyze any of
the simulated GIFs.

(2) References to “seizure” or “epilepsy” appear in the GIF itself
or in accompanying text.

These criteria allow the potentially dangerous dataset to include
GIFs from both accidental attacks (where users try to alert oth-
ers about posts containing harmful content) and malicious attacks
(where users discuss and share seizure-inducing GIFs). Figure 11
contains an example of each type of attack identified during man-
ual collection of potentially dangerous GIFs. Manual collection of
course introduces the potential for sampling bias, however the na-
ture of these GIFs inhibits automated collection. Over the course
of our collection process, we found harmful GIFs on personal web-
sites, in hidden directories, and in comment threads randomly in-
terspersed between harmless memes, all of which would be difficult
or impossible to discover with automated collection techniques
alone. Although it is possible that not all of the GIFs collected in
this manner will be genuinely harmful to photosensitive users, the
potentially dangerous dataset comes closer to representing the ac-
tual GIFs used to harass individuals with photosensitive epilepsy
in past incidents than the simulated dataset or the generally safe
randomized dataset. We identified 137 potentially dangerous GIFs
that met our inclusion criteria. All 137 GIFs were tested with the
prototype system, PEAT, and EpilepsyBlocker. Once again, GIFs
with .GIF and .MP4 extensions were converted to .AVI to be tested
by PEAT.

PhotosensitivityPal labelled 121 out of the 137 GIFs (88%) as
dangerous. EpilepsyBlocker was unable to analyze 118 of 137 GIFs
and labelled all of the remaining 19 GIFs as safe. PEAT struggled
to detect the most egregious examples of strobing GIFs in the po-
tentially dangerous dataset because PEAT does not account for

looping videos. In many of the GIFs in the potentially dangerous
dataset, creators took advantage of GIF looping behavior by using
only two frames to produce a rapid flicker effect. Such GIFs appear
to be harmless because of their short duration, but become haz-
ardous when looped indefinitely. When analyzing the original GIFs
collected in the potentially dangerous dataset, PEAT and Photosen-
sitivityPal agreed on only 38 out of 137 items (27%). We summarize
PEAT and PhotosensitivityPal’s performance in Table 3. To account
for looping behavior, we constructed extended versions of each
GIF in the dataset by duplicating the GIF’s frames until we reached
a total duration of two seconds. These extended GIFs were then
analyzed with PEAT. PEAT detected far more dangerous sequences
when analyzing the extended GIFs: 91 GIFs that were labelled safe
by PEAT originally were identified as dangerous when looped for
two seconds. We summarize PEAT and PhotosensitivityPal’s perfor-
mance on the extended GIFs in Table 4. Of the eight GIFs labelled
safe by PEAT even when looped but dangerous by Photosensitivi-
tyPal, four included repeated patterns, a photosensitive risk factor
that PEAT does not explicitly look for in videos. PEAT labelled 7
looped GIFs as dangerous that were found to be safe by Photosen-
sitivityPal, indicating some differences in sensitivity between the
two systems despite their agreement on the majority of the GIFs in
the potentially dangerous dataset.

Summary: PhotosensitivityPal and PEAT agreed on labels for
only 38 out of 137 GIFs in the original potentially dangerous dataset.
When the GIFs were extended to replicate looping behavior, the
number of GIFs with consensus between the two systems rose to
117 (85%). This highlights the importance of accounting for looping
behavior in GIFs, particularly when analyzing malicious GIFs that
repeat a small number of frames many times to produce rapid
flickering and strobing effects.

6 SOCIAL MEDIA STUDY
Social media platforms are used to communicate with friends, learn
about current events, and even further careers, but stories like
Eichenwald’s (Section 1) indicate that these mundane activities
can be dangerous for people with photosensitivity. As social media
users becomes more reliant on visual content [31, 33], the likeli-
hood of encountering harmful visual stimuli rises. Until now no
research has been conducted to investigate the prevalence of GIFs
and videos with potentially seizure-inducing strobes and patterns
on popular websites. To answer this open question, we tested GIFs
posted on social media sites (Twitter and Tumblr) and GIF repos-
itory sites underlying popular messaging services like Facebook
Messenger and Slack (GIPHY and Tenor GIF Keyboard) for seizure-
inducing content with PhotosensitivityPal. These four sources were
chosen because they are popular, each with hundreds of thousands
of active users7 [22, 39, 41], and because they represent different
levels of responsiveness towards the issue of accessibility for people
with photosensitivity: while Twitter and GIPHY have introduced
a handful of platform-driven solutions to limit the spread of dan-
gerous seizure-inducing GIFs (Section 2.2), Tumblr and Tenor have
not taken public steps to improve safety for photosensitive users
on their platforms. Although Tumblr has fewer users than huge
social media sites such as Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram, the

7https://www.tumblr.com/about

https://www.tumblr.com/about
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Figure 11: Examples of malicious (left) and accidental (right) dangerous GIFs discovered during manual collection of poten-
tially dangerous GIFs online.

Potentially dangerous dataset (original, not looped)
PEAT

Safe Dangerous No response Total
PhotosensitivityPal Safe 15 1 0 16

Dangerous 93 23 5 121
Total 108 24 5 137

Table 3: PEAT and PhotosensitivityPal reached consensus on only 38 out of 137 GIFs collected in the potentially dangerous
dataset when GIFs were analyzed in their original form.

Potentially dangerous dataset (looped)
PEAT

Safe Dangerous No response Total
PhotosensitivityPal Safe 9 7 0 16

Dangerous 8 108 5 121
Total 17 115 5 137

Table 4: When GIFs were extended to replicate looping behavior, PEAT and PhotosensitivityPal agreed on 117 out of 137 GIFs.
PEAT found 91 GIFs that were previously labelled as safe to be dangerous when accounting for looping behavior.

platform has a unique relationship with GIFs. Many attribute the
GIF’s sudden resurgence in the mid-2010s after decades of declin-
ing popularity to adoption by Tumblr users [4, 26], making it a
natural fit for studying the prevalence of seizure-inducing GIFs on
social media. The social media study aims to answer three research
questions:
RQ1: What proportion of GIFs posted online possess potentially
seizure-inducing photosensitive risk factors?
RQ2: Does the proportion of dangerous GIFs vary significantly
across the four sources included in this study (Twitter, Tumblr,
Tenor, and GIPHY)?
RQ3:What proportion of GIFs posted online contain each of the
three primary photosensitive risk factors (flashes, red transitions,
and patterns)?

6.1 Methodology
To answer RQ1, we construct a 99% confidence interval for the
πoverall, the overall proportion of GIFs containing seizure-inducing
sequences. We use the more conservative Clopper-Pearson method
[13], which is based on the exact binomial distribution rather than a
Normal approximation (e.g., the Wald method) [17]. We determined
through a power analysis that the sample must include at least 1168
GIFs to achieve 80% power with a 99% confidence interval. RQ2
involves looking for differences in the proportion of dangerous GIFs
across four difference sources. We use the Chi-squared goodness
of fit test on the null hypothesis H0: π1 = π2 = π3 = π4 and the
alternative hypothesis HA: at least one πi differs, where π1, π2,
π3, and π4 are the proportion of GIFs with dangerous content on
Twitter, Tumblr, Tenor, and GIPHY, respectively. We determined
through a power analysis that to detect a small effect size with 80%
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power at α = 0.01 our sample size must be at least 1546. To answer
RQ3 we need to compare the proportion of dangerous GIFs across
the three risk factors (flashes, red transitions, and patterns). We
construct three 99% confidence interval with the Clopper-Pearson
method, one for each risk factor. Because the joint confidence in-
tervals will be calculated simultaneously, we use the Bonferroni
correction for multiple comparisons, leading to three individual
intervals with 1 −

α

3
= 1 − 0.0033 = 0.9967 = 99.67% confidence

and an overall joint confidence of 99%. Power analysis tells us that
to ensure 80% power at 99.67% confidence, we must collect at least
1429 GIFs. Because the marginal cost of testing additional GIFs is
minimal in this study and greater sample sizes can lead to greater
power, we increased the total sample size to 2000, with 500 GIFs
collected from each source. Study preregistration can be found at
https://osf.io/5a3dy/. Metadata and risk assessments for all 2000
GIFs can be found in Supplemental Material.

6.2 Results
RQ1: Of the 2000 GIFs tested for seizure-inducing content, 163
were labelled dangerous by PhotosensitivityPal (8.15%). The 99%
confidence interval for the overall proportion of GIFs containing
potentially seizure-inducing sequences is 6.65% to 9.85%.
RQ2: Tenor produced the most dangerous GIFs (50, 10%), followed
by Tumblr (42, 8.4%), Twitter (38, 7.6%), and GIPHY (33, 6.6%). Al-
though small differences were observed in the number of dangerous
GIFs detected from each source, we did not find sufficient evidence
supporting a difference in the proportion of dangerous GIFs across
Twitter, Tumblr, Tenor, and GIPHY to reject the null hypthesis. The
Chi-squared goodness of fit test produced a test statistic of 3.798
(df = 3, p-value = 0.2842).
RQ3: To answer RQ3, we constructed three simultaneous confi-
dence intervals for the proportion of GIFs containing dangerous
flashes, red transitions, and repeated patterns. Flashes were the
most common photosensitive risk factor in our sample, occurring
in 94 GIFs (4.70%). The 99% confidence interval for flash prevalence
was 3.35% to 6.38%. Repeated patterns appeared in 67 GIFs (3.35%)
with a 99% confidence interval of 2.22% to 4.80%. With only 12
instances out of 2000 GIFs (0.6%), red transitions were the least
common photosensitive risk factor. The 99% confidence interval for
red transition prevalence is 0.12% to 1.36%. Several GIFs collected
in the study possessed more than one photosensitive risk factor;
dangerous flashes and repeated patterns appeared jointly in six
GIFs, while dangerous flashes and red transitions appeared in four.

In summary, our social media study found at least one danger-
ous photosensitive risk factor in 8.15% of GIFs collected randomly
online. Dangerous flashes were most common, occurring at more
than 7 times the rate of dangerous saturated red transitions. This
result is close to the average of estimates given by participants
in our user interviews when asked to estimate the proportion of
triggering GIFs and videos they encounter online (Section 3), al-
though individual estimates given in interviews ranged from 1 to
30%. We did not find a difference in the likelihood of encountering
triggering GIFs across the four platforms. Even though sites like
Twitter and GIPHY are aware of the dangers of seizure-inducing
GIFs and have implemented a handful of platform-driven solutions

to limit exposure to triggering content, GIFs posted to their plat-
forms are equally likely to contain sequences harmful to users with
photosensitivity.

7 DISCUSSION
7.1 Implications
The results of our study have implications for online accessibility
guidelines (i.e., the WCAG, see Section 2.1), people with photosen-
sitivity, and HCI researchers. The WCAG currently discourages
flashes and red transitions but does not explicitly discourage re-
peated patterns, despite the broad consensus that repeated patterns
are a common photosensitive risk factor. Our social media study
demonstrates that dangerous repeated patterns are present in on-
line content, but this risk factor is not explicitly discouraged in
the WCAG. We recommend that the WCAG update all guidelines
related to PSE to include dangerous repeated patterns as defined
by Wilkins et al. [46]. Additionally, we recommend the WCAG
explicitly state that GIFs with a duration less than one second and
fewer than three flashes per second can still cause seizures when
looped. Many of the dangerous GIFs collected for our evaluation
(Section 5) took advantage of rapid looping to create strobing ef-
fects that would not be flagged by the current WCAG guidelines.
Widespread implementation of protection systems would have a
profound effect on the well-being of photosensitive individuals,
both in terms of independence (i.e., no longer needing to forgo
certain platforms or ask friends or family to screen content for
them) and interdependence (i.e., depending on social media plat-
forms to protect them in the same way the average user depends
on Twitter or Facebook to protect them from viewing disturbing
content). Finally, our work has implications for future research
in HCI. Our social media survey demonstrates how inaccessible
much on the Internet remains to people with PSE, despite a re-
cent increased interest in accessibility within tech. We hope that
our study encourages further research into how the web can be
made safer for people with less well-known disabilities, such as
photosensitivity. We also recommend that HCI and accessibility
researchers keep photosensitivity in mind when designing virtual
experiments. For example, a researcher can make their study more
accessible for those with photosensitivity by allowing participants
to conduct interviews on the phone rather than through video calls
or by allowing for screen breaks during experiments.

7.2 The potential for platform-driven solutions
This paper has largely focused on the design, development, and
evaluation of consumer-driven systems for protecting users with
photosensitivity online. While consumer-driven systems have the
advantage of being platform-agnostic and hypothetically able to
protect users on any website they visit, they require the user to
actively choose to enable the consumer-driven protection on their
device. People who are unaware that they have photosensitivity are
still vulnerable to dangerous content, because they will likely not
seek out consumer-driven protection. If designed and implemented
correctly, platform-driven solutions have the potential to dramati-
cally improve online safety for people with photosensitive epilepsy
by protecting people who do not use consumer-driven protection.

https://osf.io/5a3dy/
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Our user interviews indicated that current platform-driven solu-
tions are lacking: participants felt that autoplay disabling features
were not reliable and interfered too much with their social media
experience. GIPHY and Twitter have introduced keyword-based
restrictions on GIF searches, banning terms (e.g., “epilepsy”, “pho-
tosensitivity”, “seizure”) , but dangerous GIFs can still be found on
both platforms by searching for slightly different terms, such as
“strobe”, “flashing light”, or “optical illusion”. Banning these alter-
native keywords is not feasible because they could also be used
for harmless searches by other users. To overcome this problem,
platforms could use an automatic detection system to label GIFs as
safe or potentially dangerous for users with photosensitivity. If this
information were added to GIF metadata in Tenor or GIPHY’s repos-
itories, then warnings about a GIF’s content could follow that GIF
whenever it is shared in a message or on social media. Some poten-
tial platform-driven solutions more straightforward: For example,
two interview participants described a particularly triggering video
filter on TikTok that causes the background color to quickly shift
between several highly saturated shades. Participants agreed that
TikTok should allow users to automatically block posts that use
triggering filters. By listening to users with photosensitivity and
allowing them to block triggering content through platform-driven
systems, websites and apps can improve accessibility and safety for
many users simulataneously. The effectiveness of platform-driven
solutions is limited by each platform’s awareness of the dangers
of seizure-inducing content and their willingness to take action.
While social media platforms and GIF repositories cannot be held
solely responsible for accidental and malicious exposure to seizure-
inducing GIFs, their roles as arbiters of digital content give them a
unique opportunity to make online platforms safer for people with
photosensitivity through platform-driven protection systems.

7.3 Future research directions
Updated empirical studies of photosensitive risk factors Al-
though empirical studies have identified specific risk thresholds
(i.e., flash rate, area of the flash, luminance difference between ele-
ments in a repeated pattern) for people viewing triggering content
on television sets [19, 46], much remains to be understood about
the relationship between photosensitivity and other devices, such
as laptops and smartphones. For example, there is already at least
one documented case of an individual accidentally triggering a
seizure while taking a selfie with a smartphone in a darkened room
[9]. Some researchers have suggested that differences in sensitivity
caused by holding mobile devices closer to the face are offset by
their smaller screen size [46], but this claim has not been verified
through empirical study. Without further study on photosensitive
triggers on smaller screens, the effectiveness of rule-based classi-
fication systems such as PhotosensitivityPal could be limited on
laptops and mobile devices.
Detecting photosensitive risk factorswithmachine learning

The rule-based approach PhotosensitivityPal uses to detect trig-
gering sequences is well-suited for identifying flashes and red transi-
tions because there are clear guidelines defining the characteristics
of a dangerous flash or red transition. Machine learning could be a
better approach for identifying repeated patterns because there are

far more variations of potentially dangerous repeated patterns. Our
dataset of simulated and collected GIFs are the first step towards
building a training database for machine learning algorithms.
Classifying accidental and malicious attacks Distinguishing
between accidental and malicious attacks requires analyzing the
full context of how a GIF or video was posted online. For example,
a GIF with flashes that is posted in an innocuous tweet may be
accidental, but the same GIF included in a tweet that disparages
people with epilepsy and tags the Epilepsy Foundation should be
considered malicious. The potentially dangerous GIFs identified
during the social media study (Section 6) were not categorized as
accidental or malicious because there is currently no automated
way of determining malicious intent in seizure-inducing online con-
tent. Automating the process of distinguishing between accidental
and malicious seizure-inducing GIFs could lead to a better under-
standing of how dangerous content migrates through the digital
ecosystem and remains a promising area for future research.

8 CONCLUSION
Recent incidents of malicious attackers sending intentionally strob-
ing and flashing GIFs to people with photosensitive epilepsy have
demonstrated that social media platforms can be dangerous and
inaccessible for users with photosensitivity. In this paper, we con-
tribute a novel framework characterizing systems for defending
against seizure-inducing content as creator-driven, platform-driven,
or consumer-driven. The Internet’s current reliance on creator-
driven protections has left users with photosensitivity vulnerable
to seizure-inducing GIFs created by people who accidentally or in-
tentionally evade creator-driven protections. Through a series of in-
terviews with people with photosensitivity, we constructed design
requirements for effective consumer-driven systems and developed
PhotosensitivityPal, a prototype consumer-driven browser exten-
sion for detecting and mitigating seizure-inducing GIFs and videos.
To address the current lack of standardized evaluation datasets for
photosensitive risk detection systems, we contribute three datasets:
150 GIFs simulated to include dangerous flashes, red transitions,
and patterns, 200 GIFs randomly collected from Twitter and Tenor
GIF Keyboard, and 137 potentially dangerous GIFs manually col-
lected from social media, forums, and personal websites. We found
through our social media study that approximately 8% of GIFs
posted on Twitter, Tumblr, Tenor, and GIPHY contain sequences
that could cause seizures when viewed by someone with photosen-
sitive epilepsy. While consumer-driven systems can help people
with photosensitivity avoid encountering accidentally or intention-
ally triggering content, platform-driven systems have the potential
to protect users who are not yet aware that they have photosen-
sitivity as well as users who are not aware of consumer-driven
systems. People with photosensitive epilepsy have historically been
underrepresented in accessibility research, despite the serious and
even deadly consequences of encountering seizure-inducing con-
tent online. The work described in this paper, including our user
interviews and the design, development, and evaluation of Pho-
tosensitivityPal, is the first step towards addressing this gap and
improving safety and accessibility for users with photosensitive
epilepsy on the Internet.
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